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ABSTRACT
To date the evolution from traditional distributed radio access networks (D-RAN) towards fronthaul
oriented centralized (C-RAN) architectures has imposed significant challenges for the underlying transport
network. The processing and coordination benefits anticipated in C-RAN are generally underpinned with
the assumption of a full fiber transport network capable of meeting the demanding performance criteria
of fronthaul transport. Recent advances in Ethernet based fronthaul interfaces together with exploration of
new mmWave and sub-THz spectrum bands present an opportunity for wireless solutions to also realize
these fronthaul transport requirements. In this work, the requirements for promising new Ethernet based
fronthaul interfaces are explored. These requirements are assessed against the measured capabilities of a
state-of-the-art E-band (71-86 GHz) wireless transport solution. The experimental results are then used to
forecast the performance expectations of future higher bandwidth systems operating above 100 GHz. A
dimensioning and link budget analysis is performed for the various candidate spectrum bands and fronthaul
interfaces to highlight the viability of fronthaul delivered over wireless transport. Finding show that transport
solutions operating at mmWave and sub-THz frequencies are able to support the performance requirements
of newly standardized fronthaul interface splits and as such present an opportunity to utilize wireless
fronthaul transport in C-RAN architectures where fiber cannot otherwise be supported. Furthermore,
analysis demonstrates that the hop lengths possible for 5G small cell configurations are well aligned with the
expected inter-site distances of future dense urban cell deployments making wireless fronthaul a promising
concept for realizing future C-RAN based cell densification.

INDEX TERMS Wireless fronthaul, C-RAN, mmWave, x-haul, D-band

I. INTRODUCTION

THE use of wireless transport in radio access
network (RAN) cell site deployments is a

well established approach to backhaul provision-
ing. The use of wireless backhaul is generally
favored where fiber optic connectivity is either
absent or cost prohibitive. In fact, wireless trans-
port solutions such as point-to-point microwave
account for the majority of existing cell site back-

haul installations worldwide [25].
The use of fixed-service microwave bands (6-

42 GHz) by operators and infrastructure providers
has proven well aligned with the backhaul re-
quirements of 3G and 4G RAN deployments to
date. However, the introduction of higher capacity
5G RAN and an architectural evolution towards
disaggregated and centralized deployment mod-
els bring new performance challenges for wire-
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less transport systems [24]. This evolution brings
about three transport categories known as back-
haul, midhaul and fronthaul which are collectively
referred to as ‘x-haul’. To address these new
x-haul challenges, the next generation wireless
transport solutions must target new performance
criteria suitable of offering a viable alternative to
fiber. In response, a migration to millimeter-wave
transmission bands, such as W-band (92-114.25
GHz) and D-band (130-174.8 GHz) [16] is being
considered for future high capacity, low latency
wireless x-haul scenarios [24].

Underpinning the new requirements placed on
wireless transport is the specification of new
‘functional splits’ in 5G standards which aim to
increase deployment flexibility of the RAN. More-
over, the adoption of alternative functional splits
further facilitates the realization of centralized and
virtualized radio access network (C-RAN /vRAN)
components [50, 47]. Functional splits allow for
geographic separation and disaggregation of the
traditional RAN cell site functions throughout the
network [38, 41]. In such architectures, the ra-
dio unit (RU) is principally concerned with radio
signal reception and transmission at the cell site
whilst real-time signaling procedures are handled
by the distributed unit (DU) and non-real-time
higher layer protocol functions handled by the
centralized unit (CU). C-RAN architectures are
able to support a range of new deployment scenar-
ios from consolidation and disaggregation of base-
band capabilities to more efficient cell densifica-
tion. Such architectures however, each necessitate
new high capacity, low latency fronthaul based
transport interfaces. As such the challenge for
wireless transport is whether it can meet the per-
formance and deployment requirements necessary
to support C-RAN architectures.

A. RELATED WORKS
In recent years the theoretical requirements for
fronthaul based transport interfaces have been
well studied [38, 41]. Whilst each split point in
the 5G protocol stack may be suited to a particular
deployment scenario, the impact of the associated
performance requirements are not well studied
beyond the optical transport domain. Historically,
it has been assumed that the benefits of C-RAN
architectures could only realistically be achieved

using large scale fiber transport networks [28].
As such fronthaul and C-RAN challenges for a
wide range optical transport technologies includ-
ing Passive Optical Networks (PON) and Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) have been
extensively studied [9] including the use of free
space optics (FSO). It is however recognized that
although technologies such as FSO alleviate some
of the inherent inflexibility of fiber transport in
the same way a radio, they also pose significant
atmospheric availability challenges which in turn
has resulted in research effort into optimization
of hybrid FSO and radio solutions for fronthaul
networks [29].

Some studies considering the performance cri-
teria of fronthaul interfaces have however been
considered for wireless transport from a theoret-
ical perspective. In [36] and [17] a number of
promising enabling technologies such as fronthaul
compression and line-of-sight MIMO are con-
sidered as a means of meeting fronthaul perfor-
mance criteria with wireless transport. Analysis
suggests that reliable fronthaul performance can
be achieved using line-of-sight MIMO at 80 GHz
in order to meet the necessary spectral efficiency.
In [37] it is recognized that the flexibility of wire-
less transport solutions offer cost and time benefits
over the more ideal optical transport. A number of
candidate mmWave bands are also explored where
it is concluded that the requirements of upper-
layer fronthaul split interfaces could be met with
existing bands below 100 GHz whilst suggesting
lower layer splits would need to be addressed with
higher capacity spectrum bands above 100 GHz
due to the more demanding latency requirements.
The data rate requirements of various fronthaul
splits are also calculated for a range of realistic 5G
cell configurations in [44]. Here, the data rate re-
quirements are compared with simulation results
of the available capacity from various channel
bandwidths operating at 105 GHz and 220 GHz
sub-THz bands. Results suggest that option 8 and
7.1 splits are not a suitable split option for sub-
THz fronthaul transport where link distance of
least 100 m is required.

Further to the theoretical support, experimental
studies based on proprietary wireless transport so-
lutions in [42] have also demonstrated the latency
requirements of low layer fronthaul splits could
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be met using 60 GHz and 70 GHz radio solu-
tions. A wireless fronthaul proof of concept based
on the most challenging option 8 split has also
been studied using E-band (71-86 GHz) point-
to-point transport in [48]. Results in this study
have demonstrated the performance requirements
for fronthaul interfaces can be met with existing
wireless transport solutions albeit for basic low
capacity cell configurations.

While literature to date suggests the concept
of wireless fronthaul could be realized to some
extent both theoretically and experimentally, re-
search has generally been focused specifically on
data rates or latency key performance indicators
(KPIs). Studies have stopped short in considering
all fronthaul performance criteria for specific fron-
thaul interfaces when applied to spectrum bands
with industry and standardization traction. To ad-
dress literature gaps and understand the viability
of wireless fronthaul, a wider analysis is required
supported by real-world performance measure-
ments more representative of commercial deploy-
ments. As Ethernet based fronthaul interfaces start
to become a reality due to standardization efforts
(at various split points highlighted in Fig.1) from
industry forums such as eCPRI [21], O-RAN [39]
and Small Cell Forum (SCF) [45], the question
of wireless fronthaul viability also becomes more
evident and whether there is an opportunity for
emerging wireless transport solutions to acceler-
ate the adoption of commercial C-RAN deploy-
ments.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATION
In this study, we consider the fundamental re-
quirements of emerging fronthaul interfaces at
key functional split points (options 8, 7.2 and
6). These are contrasted with the performance
characteristics of mmWave and sub-THz wireless
transport bands (E, W and D band). The resulting
analysis contributes fronthaul requirement dimen-
sioning of representative 5G small cell configura-
tions together with the necessary performance KPI
predictions needed to meet them using wireless
transmission. These contributions aim to provide
new insight into the feasibly of deploying 5G
small cells in environments such as urban street
canyons using wireless fronthaul. Crucially, anal-
ysis is based on industry standardized fronthaul

interfaces and spectrum bands targeted for global
harmonization.

The key challenges to wireless fronthaul are
addressed in the context of the theoretical require-
ments of Ethernet based fronthaul interfaces in
Section II. An experimental test bed is presented
in Section III where the performance capability
of an E-band point-to-point link is measured and
used to extrapolate the anticipated performance
of future higher bandwidth systems above 100
GHz. These performance characteristics are sub-
sequently compared with the fronthaul interface
requirements of a representative 5G small cell RU.
The deployment opportunity for wireless fron-
thaul is presented in Section IV where the antic-
ipated operational link budget and performance
of candidate wireless fronthaul transport bands
is derived. This is subsequently combined in a
dimensioning exercise with the various fronthaul
interface requirements. Finally, results are dis-
cussed in Section V with the aim of highlighting
the potential of high frequency transport bands to
deliver candidate fronthaul interfaces splits over
wireless transport.

II. FRONTHAUL REQUIREMENT
CHALLENGES
Although historically the relative merits of all
3GPP split points have considered [18], [38],[11],
only splits with established industry traction are
considered in the following analysis. The gener-
alized requirements of fronthaul splits (below the
MAC layer) can be summarized in terms of data
rate, latency, jitter and frame loss. These KPIs
represent the performance criteria which a wire-
less transport solution must overcome in order to
support fronthaul interfaces and offer a credible
alternative to fiber.

A. DATA RATE
1) Option 8 Split
The 3GPP option 8 split, whilst offering the lowest
complexity RU and highest potential centraliza-
tion gains requires the most demanding transport
data rate [19]. The radio interface I/Q is sam-
pled and quantized resulting in a constant bit rate
interface which scales with number of antennas
and channel bandwidth (FFT size). The PHY/RF
option 8 split as specified in 3GPP TR 38.801
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FIGURE 1: RAN Functional Split Overview.

has conventionally been addressed with the CPRI
(Common Public Radio Interface) implementation
[20] necessitating dedicated fiber optic transport.
The evolutionary trend towards more cost effec-
tive Ethernet based fronthaul however, now make
this split realizable with carrier grade Ethernet so-
lutions such as eCPRI split E [21] or IEEE 1914.3
Radio over Ethernet (RoE) [31] encapsulation.

The transport data rate for conventional CPRI
DCPRI can be calculated as in (1). Here, Nant

is the number of antenna ports on the RU, fs is
the sampling frequency - which is the product of
the sub-carrier spacing and the FFT size (scaling
with bandwidth) and M which is the number of
quantizer bits per I and Q (conventionally 15 bit).
Additional overheads are included from control
and management words per CPRI frame (1/16)
CMCPRI and line coding LCCPRI (either 10/8
for 8B/10B or 66/64 for 64B/66B coding for
DC balance and clock recovery). For an Ethernet
based option 8 split such as eCPRI DeCPRI the
line coding is replaced with overheads from Eth-
ernet framing OHETH and eCPRI header encap-
sulation OHeCPRI as in (2).

DCPRI = Nant · fs · 2M · CMCPRI · LCCPRI
(1)

DeCPRI = Nant · fs · 2M · CMCPRI

· OHETH · OHeCPRI
(2)

2) Option 7.2 Split
The O-RAN 7.2x split is broadly aligned with
eCPRI split IID and IU where reduction in the
required interface bandwidth (relative to Option
8) is achieved through resource element mapping
functions remaining within the RU. Whilst this
split adds more complexity to the RU, it enables
only user occupied resource elements to traverse
the fronthaul interface. As a result the 7.2x split
is the first split which allows for a variable bit
rate interface. This however does require the intro-
duction of control plane overhead OHCP needed
to carry the resource block assignment and any
antenna beamforming information in the down-
link between DU and RU. As the control plane
messaging is implementation specific, the data
rate requirements for this split can vary between
implementations. The O-RAN alliance suggest
control plane overhead in the order of 10% [39].

The transport data rate for O-RAN 7.2x imple-
mentation D7.2x can be calculated as in (3) and
(4) where the uplink and downlink are specified
differently due to the lack of control plane over-
head OHCP needed in the uplink. At this split,
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the transport requirements can be reduced because
transport data rates become a function of the
MIMO layers Nlayers in operation as well as the
occupied resource block allocation NPRB (where
a utilization scaling factor of 1 is assumed for
peak data rate requirement). In the 7.2x split, it is
assumed that some element of I/Q compression is
employed for each resource block, in O-RAN this
is specified as a block floating point compression
where each subcarrierNSCperRB I and Q samples
are compressed to a signed bitwidth Mmantissia

and unsigned exponent Mexponent (typically 9 bit
and 4 bit respectively). The underlying L2 and
L3 transport protocols for this split also introduce
Ethernet framing OHETH and eCPRI encapsula-
tion OHeCPRI overhead.

D7.2xDL = (Nlayers · NPRB) · (NSCperRB ·
2Mmantissa +Mexponent) · T−1

SymPerSlot·
OHCP · OHETH · OHeCPRI

(3)

D7.2xUL = (Nlayers · NPRB) · (NSCperRB ·
2Mmantissa +Mexponent) · T−1

SymPerSlot·
OHETH · OHeCPRI

(4)

3) Option 6 Split
The option 6 split separates the PHY and MAC
layer in the protocol stack whereby all PHY re-
lated functions are carried out at the RU and
the MAC layer and above are controlled at the
DU. At this split point, the transport requirements
can be reduced further as the fronthaul interface
carries only the MAC transport blocks which are
a function of the individual channel coding rate
and data rate of each user. This also means that
relative to the lower layer splits, the option 6 split
has a higher proportion of control traffic as the
MAC scheduling functions are also transported to
the PHY layers at the RU. The most significant
standardization efforts for option 6 are driven by
the Small Cell Forum where the nFAPI specifi-
cation targets low cost, small coverage and in-
door cell deployments where higher order massive
MIMO and advanced transmission schemes are
not envisaged. The transport data rate requirement
for nFAPI split 6 implementation D6nFAPI can
be calculated as in (5) and (6). For a MAC /
PHY split the fronthaul data rate requirements are
dependent on the number of MIMO layersNlayers

and Transport Block Size TBS in use which in
turn is dictated by the modulation and coding
scheme index IMCS being utilized on the radio
interface together with the number of scheduled
Resource Blocks NPRB . For peak fronthaul data
rates the maximum cell utilization is assumed at
the maximum MCS supported. In 4G LTE the
TBS calculation is given by static lookup tables
in 3GPP TS 36.213 [2]. For 5G NR the TBS
calculation is made using specific formulas as
defined 3GPP TS 38.214 [5] to account for the
much larger combinations of modulation/coding
scheme and resource block allocations possible.
The nFAPI specification defines a message API
between MAC and PHY layer fronthaul flows
and as such includes a nFAPI encapsulated con-
trol plane overhead OHCP and an associated L4
transport overhead header OHnFAPI in addition
to the necessary L3 IP overhead OHIP and L2
Ethernet framing overhead OHETH .

D6nFAPILTE
= Nlayers · (TBS · NTTIperSec)

+OHCP · OHETH · OHIP · OHnFAPI
(5)

D6nFAPINR
= Nlayers · (TBS · T−1

slot)·
OHCP · OHETH · OHIP · OHnFAPI

(6)

FIGURE 2: Example Fronthaul Data Rates.

An example of the anticipated fronthaul data
rates for common cell configurations of a single
RU are outlined in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 2.
It is important to note further scaling of fronthaul
data rates is required for a typical macro cell site
which may consist of up to three RU sectors and
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TABLE 1: Cell Configuration Used for Fronthaul Data Rate Calculations.

4G LTE 5G NR (FR1)
Channel Bandwidth (MHz) 5 10 20 40 80 100
SC Spacing (kHz) 15 15 15 30 30 60
SC Per RB [NSCperRB] 12 12 12 12 12 12
RB Bandwidth (kHz) 180 180 180 360 360 720
Resource Blocks [NPRB] 25 50 100 107 217 135
Subcarriers [NSC ] 300 600 1200 1284 2604 1620
Symbols per Slot [NSymPerSlot] 14 14 14 14 14 14
Slot Length [Tslot] (ms) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0005 0.0005 0.00025
Sym Period per Slot [TSymPerSlot] (µs) 71.4 71.4 71.4 35.7 35.7 17.9
FFT Size 512 1024 2048 2048 4096 2048
Sampling Frequency [fs] (MHz) 7.68 15.36 30.72 61.44 122.88 122.88
I/Q Quantizer Bits [M ] 15 15 15 15 15 15
Mantissa Bits [Nmantissa] 9 9 9 9 9 9
Exponent Bits [Nexponent] 4 4 4 4 4 4
Antennas [Nant] (UL/DL) 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/8 2/8 2/8
MIMO Layers [Nlayers] (UL/DL) 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/4
Modulation Index [IMSC ] (UL/DL) 16/28 16/28 16/28 28/27 28/27 28/27

� Reference cell configuration assumed in subsequent analysis

potentially multiple concurrent frequency bands.
Calculations outlined agree well with similar in-
dustry led published analysis in [46] and are used
in later dimensioning analysis to represent a sin-
gle RU small cell or distributed MIMO C-RAN
deployment.

B. LATENCY
Unlike fronthaul data rates, the latency require-
ments (one way delay) of the different lower layer
functional splits are constrained by time bound
closed loop processes higher in the protocol stack.
As the fronthaul interface must support a range
of cell configurations, the latency requirement be-
comes a function of the cell configuration, most
notably whether the cell is 4G LTE or 5G NR.

1) 4G LTE
For 4G LTE fronthaul (3GPP option 6 and be-
low) the packet delay constraint is underpinned by
the total delay budget of the uplink HARQ (Hy-
brid Automatic Repeat Request) process which
operates at the MAC layer. In LTE, HARQ is
asynchronous in downlink and synchronous in
the uplink . In uplink HARQ, retransmission for
each process occurs at predefined times relative
to the initial transmission (every 8 subframes -
equivalent to 8ms or 8 transmission time intervals
TTIs). In FDD, retransmission must occur within
the 8 ms constraint and therefore the UE must
decode its data on subframe n, prepare a response

and transmit within 4 ms (4 TTI). As the UE
must start its ACK/NACK transmission in the
subframe n + 4 it nominally has 3 TTIs (3 ms)
processing time available as in Fig. 3. As a result,
a 100 µs maximum one-way delay tolerance is
typically specified [20] [30] once any processing
delay of the HARQ procedure has been factored
out. As this processing delay is implementation
specific a more relaxed fronthaul delay budget is
often quoted between 123 µs [13] and 250 µs [7]
(where 2.5ms is typically assumed for processing
delay leaving 500 µs round trip delay or 250 µs
one-way delay). For the nFAPI split 6 interface,
the Small Cell Forum specifies signaling to allow
HARQ interleaving and deferral of HARQ buffer
emptying, this allows for higher 250µs latency
fronthaul links to be reliably tolerated.

FIGURE 3: Delay Constraints in LTE Fronthaul.

2) 5G NR
In 5G NR, asynchronous (signaled) HARQ is used
in the uplink as well as downlink meaning that
fronthaul splits at MAC layer and below are no
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TABLE 2: Summary of Fronthaul Latency Requirements.
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� Reference cell configuration assumed in subsequent analysis

longer constrained by the HARQ process. For
Ethernet based 5G NR fronthaul, the transport
latency requirement is instead driven by the next
closed loop protocol timing constraint which is
the configuration of the response window function
in the random access procedure. During network
attach, the UE decodes the random access channel
(RACH) configuration found in the cell broadcast
information. This determines the time, frequency,
preamble identity and repetition information to
use when initiating the attach procedure (sending
of a PRACH preamble) to the gNB (MSG1) as in
Fig. 4. If MSG1 is received correctly by the gNB,
it transmits a random-access response (RAR) mes-
sage to the UE (MSG2). The UE will monitor the
physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) for
the RAR message for a defined monitoring period.
This monitoring period is set by the raRespon-
seWindow parameter in system information block
1 (SIB1) which has a configurable value (defined
in number of slots in 5G NR [6]. In 5G NR the
subframe length of 1 ms can be divided into 1,
2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 40, 80 slots lasting a maximum
of 1 ms or minimum of 12.5 µs [4]. As such
the configured raResponseWindow is defined by
the operator’s choice of numerology and targeted
coverage and mobility of the cell. For a typical 100
MHz carrier running 60 kHz sub carrier spacing as

in Table. 1 there are 4 slots per subframe equating
to a minimum configurable window size (and one
way delay budget) between 250 µs and 2 ms.

FIGURE 4: Delay Constraints in NR Fronthaul.

To account for the variability in delay bud-
get created by 5G NR specific configurations as
well as the HARQ feedback loop constraint in
4G LTE, fronthaul transport specifications such
as 802.1CM, O-RAN and eCPRI define a range
of latency classes between 25 µs for URLLC
(5G ultra reliable low latency communication) use
cases to 500 µs for large latency deployments in-
corporating longer transport propagation delay or
switching delay in multi-hop transport networks.
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TABLE 3: Summary of Fronthaul Timing Error Requirements

Category Time Error Requirements 3GPP Time Alignment Error between
AntennasIntegrated T-TSC1 Non-integrated T-TSC

A+ (relative) - 20 ns 65 ns e.g. MIMO or Transmission
Diversity

A (relative) 60 ns 70 ns 130 ns e.g. FR2 Intra-band contiguous
carrier aggregation

B (relative) 190 ns 200 ns 260 ns e.g. FR1 Intra-band contiguous
carrier aggregation

C (absolute) 1100 ns 2 1100 ns 3 µs e.g. TDD and dual-
connectivity

� Reference cell configuration assumed in subsequent analysis

The control (and management) plane traffic flows
for fronthaul splits necessary for scheduling and
beamforming commands typically have greater
tolerance in the transport delay budget. As these
commands are typically vendor specific they are
treated with more generalized requirements rang-
ing from between 1 ms for ‘fast’ to 100 ms
for ‘slow’ control traffic. A summary of Ethernet
based fronthaul latency requirements and asso-
ciated priority classes outlined by the relevant
industry specification groups is given in Table. 2.

C. JITTER/TIMING ERROR
The evolution toward Ethernet based fronthaul
means that synchronization information is no
longer transmitted by the specific fronthaul pro-
tocol (i.e eCPRI, O-RAN or nFAPI) but instead
is addressed with existing timing and synchro-
nization protocols such as Synchronous Ethernet
(SyncE) or Precision Timing Protocol (PTP). For
legacy option 8 fronthaul, synchronous interface
protocols such as CPRI specify a 65 ns maximum
variation in delay (jitter) of 2 sample periods Ts
[20]. This is based on a 20 MHz LTE carrier where
the sampling frequency fs is 30.72 MHz. For
packet based fronthaul networks the maximum
delay variation constraints are fundamentally tied
to the timing error budget of the RAN. Existing
timing and synchronization protocols such as PTP
and associated PTP profiles such as G.8275.1
[35] are utilized to meet the relevant 3GPP time
alignment error (TAE) specifications [1], [3]. As
such it is the 3GPP feature set supported by the
RAN which dictate the TAE and resulting tim-
ing accuracy requirements between DU and RU
or clustered RUs. There are two distinct timing
requirements for the RAN; an absolute time er-

ror referenced to a primary reference time clock
(PRTC) or telecom grand master (T-GM) clock
and a relative time error measured between any
two elements in the cluster e.g RUs running tele-
com time slave clocks (T-TSC) or intermediate
telecom boundary clocks (T-BC). The time error
budget requirements to meet the 3GPP TAE tar-
gets are derived in 802.1CM [30] and presented
in Table 3. For the FR1 5G RU example as out-
lined in Table 1 supporting intra-band contiguous
carrier aggregation, the maximum delay variation
between elements is 190 ns [34], [39], [22].

FIGURE 5: Example Timing and Synchronization
Fronthaul Architecture (integrated T-TSC).

D. FRAME LOSS
In bridged Ethernet fronthaul networks the frame
loss ratio is specified as the limit which can be
tolerated by the interface. As a result the allow-
able frame loss does not meaningfully character-
ize the service availability or resulting network
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TABLE 4: Summary of Fronthaul Frame Loss Requirements.

Priority Application Frame Loss Ratio
High (High25 - High500) User Plane (fast) 10−7

Medium User Plane (slow), C and M Plane (fast) 10−7

Low C and M Plane (slow) 10−6

� Reference cell configuration assumed in subsequent analysis

performance. As with latency requirements, frame
loss tolerance is specified per traffic flow (where
priority classes are the same as in Table 2) with
a common definition and specification across the
various standardization groups eCPRI, O-RAN
and IEEE - summarized in Table 4. The maximum
tolerable frame loss ratio between edge ports of an
I/Q based fronthaul data flow for the most strin-
gent ‘high’ and ‘medium’ class of service (CoS)
is 10−7. A more relaxed frame loss tolerance of
10−6 for ‘slow’ control flows is specified [39].

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. FRONTHAUL TEST BED SYSTEM MODEL

In support of the wireless fronthaul feasibility
analysis, a wireless fronthaul test bed is built
and characterized.The experimental setup / system
model is depicted in Fig. 7 where the fronthaul
transport link under test is a point-to-point E-
band (73.375-75.875 GHz / 83.375-85.875 GHz)
mmWave link as shown in Fig. 6. The link can
be configured for upto 2 GHz channel bandwidth
providing a maximum physical layer data rate of
10 Gbps at 128 QAM modulation. The link spans
a 255 m distance between rooftops at BT labs in
Martlesham, UK where longer link performance
is assessed through modification of the operating
modulation.

The RAN aspects of the fronthaul test bed are
provided by the open source software libraries
of OpenAirInterface5G (OAI5G) [40]. Although
not all the industry standardized fronthaul spec-
ifications of interest are sufficiently mature and
available within the OAI framework at the time
of writing, benchmarking of the wireless fronthaul
network segment in isolation is considered for
subsequent dimensioning and feasibility analysis.
Experimentation of the most challenging OAI op-
tion 8 fronthaul interface using a low bandwidth
4G eNodeB have been previously reported in [48].

FIGURE 6: E-band Test Bed Transport Link.

B. BENCHMARKING RESULTS

The theoretical fronthaul requirements discussed
in Section II are first assessed against the capa-
bility of the E-band link with a benchmarking
exercise of the test bed transport network (TN)
outlined in Fig. 7. Each transport performance
metric criteria (as outlined in Section II) is as-
sessed with alignment to RFC 2544 [12] test
procedures for 0% frame loss and with ± 10
ns accuracy. In the benchmarking exercise, the
test traffic payload is generated using an Ethernet
traffic load tester aligned with the OAI fronthaul
implementation and broadly equivalent to eCPRI
overhead. The Ethernet framing headers accounts
for an additional 14 bytes per 1514 byte frame.
In the OAI implementation, rather than a stan-
dardized RoE or eCPRI Ethertype header, an IP
and UDP encapsulation is used accounting for an
additional 28 bytes and an available fronthaul data
payload of 1472 bytes. The capacity, latency and
jitter characteristics of the wireless fronthaul are
measured at three different channel bandwidths
BWGHz of the E-band radio; 0.5 GHz, 1 GHz
and 2 GHz (the maximum possible with the E-
band equipment and spectrum band available).
The performance expectations of different length
links are assessed through manual configuration
of each modulation rate supported. Based on the
measured results the anticipated performance of
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FIGURE 7: Wireless Fronthaul Test Bed Setup

a higher capacity 5 GHz channel is also modeled
with the aim of representing the future capability
of a D-band or aggregated E+W band transport
solution.

1) Data Rate Measurements and Modeling
The maximum available capacity measured over
the E-band transport link with a 1472 byte fron-
thaul payload was 9589.9 Mbps as shown in
Fig. 8. This was achieved at the highest mod-
ulation rate of 128 QAM (7 bits per symbol)
and maximum available channel bandwidth of 2
GHz for the equipment under test. The measured
capacity for other lower bandwidth and modula-
tion configurations is also presented in Fig. 8. In
addition to the measured results, the theoretical
capacity for each modulation rate (in bits per
symbol BPS) and higher channel bandwidths
BWGHz representative of future W or D-band
systems is calculated from 7 where the data stream
coding schemes and coding rates assumed are
aligned with ETSI fixed radio system examples
[23]. Whilst the coding and overheads assump-
tions outlined in Table. 5 may not necessarily
be representative of all commercially available
mmWave transport systems, the modeling calcula-
tions, which are also overlaid in Fig. 8, fit well to
the measured results providing confidence in the
forecast capacities for 5 GHz channels possible in
bands above 100 GHz.

TN_CapacityGbps = (BPS ·BWGHz) ·RSOH ·
TCOH · ETHOH

(7)

In addition to the measured and forecast capac-
ity of the transport link, example data rates for
each of the functional splits discussed in Section

II are also overlaid in red on Fig. 8. The fronthaul
requirements for the ‘reference cell’ configuration
in Table. 1 (a 5G FR1 RU with 100 MHz carrier)
serve as reference for later fronthaul dimension-
ing.

FIGURE 8: Transport Capacity (1472 byte).

2) Latency Measurements and Modeling

The latency characteristics of the commercial E-
band link are also recorded for a range of mod-
ulation schemes and channel bandwidths in Fig.
9. These transport network characteristics also in-
clude any delay contribution through the two site
switches and represent an ideal deployment where
there is no other traffic aggregation, prioritization
or queuing present on any of the Ethernet ports
in the path. The transport network elements in this
particular scenario do not support the ideal end-to-
end IEEE time-sensitive network (TSN) protocols
which have the to potential to further optimise
performance for priority fronthaul traffic flows.
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TABLE 5: Wireless Transport Capacity Model Coding and Overhead Assumptions.

Transport Link
Modulation

QPSK 8PSK 16 QAM 32 QAM 64 QAM 128 QAM 256 QAM

PHY Symbol Rate
BPS

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

PHY Coding RS
(255/243)

RS
(255/243)

16TCM-4D
(4/3.5) + RS

(255/243)

32TCM-2D
(5/4.5) + RS

(255/243)

64TCM-4D
(6/5.5) + RS

(255/243)

128TCM-4D
(7/6.5) + RS

(249/243)

256TCM-4D
(8/7.5) + RS

(249/243)
Reed-Solomon
Overhead RSOH

0.953 0.953 0.953 0.953 0.953 0.976 0.976

Trellis Coding
Overhead TCOH

- - 0.875 0.900 0.917 0.929 0.938

Ethernet Overhead
ETHOH

0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968

The minimum one-way delay measured for
a 1472 byte fronthaul payload was of 40.6 µs
achieved at the highest capacity configuration of
2 GHz and 128 QAM. The measured results
demonstrate a clear correlation with the available
link capacity allowing a prediction model to be
derived for equivalent higher capacity links. A
curve fitting approach is used to extrapolate results
for the predicted 5 GHz channel because although
the latency characteristics are fundamentally a
function of the available bandwidth, the queuing,
buffer and processing delay contributions of the
hardware will be implementation specific and thus
not easily modeled for future D-band hardware
performance. As a result the latency prediction
model in 8 describes the derived function that can
be used to predict the latency curve for higher
channel bandwidths (namely 5 GHz) - conse-
quently the formulation is based solely on the
required channel bandwidth and modulation.

TN_Latencyµs = (138 ·BW−0.8
GHz )·

BPS(0.23·ln(BWGHz))−0.52, 0.5 ≤ BWGHz ≤ 5

(8)

The predicted latency characteristics are over-
laid with measured results in Fig. 9. The one-way
delay threshold for the ‘reference cell’ configura-
tion in Table 1 and 2 (High 100) is again shown in
red for later dimensioning analysis.

3) Jitter Measurements and Modeling
The measured jitter characteristics for the E-band
link are shown in Fig. 10 where the minimum
achievable jitter of 20 ns was measured at the
highest capacity configuration. The measured jit-

FIGURE 9: Transport Latency (1472 byte).

ter values represent a wireless transport network
leg where there is no traffic prioritization or man-
agement implemented. In practice, delay varia-
tion in the transport network could be optimized
through application of TSN Ethernet specifica-
tions where effective queue and buffer manage-
ment could potentially reduce or eliminate jitter
at the cost of increased fixed one-way delay [10].
Again, a jitter model is also constructed based
on curve fitting of the measurement data of the
test bed radio link in order to predict likely jitter
characteristics of wider channel solutions. The
resulting curve fitting function is outlined in 9.
The jitter prediction model shows a good fit to
measurement data at higher modulation schemes
albeit with reduced accuracy at lower modulation
rates with smaller channel sizes.
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TN_Jitterns = (1424 ·BW−0.7
GHz )·

BPS(−0.43·BWGHz)−0.82, 0.5 ≤ BWGHz ≤ 5
(9)

The relative timing requirements (Category B)
used for the ‘reference cell’ fronthaul interface as
highlighted in Table 3 is also overlaid on Fig. 10
in red. This represents the maximum permissible
timing error for a 5G FR1 fronthaul traffic flow
(without optimized TSN timing and synchroniza-
tion support) and is used in the subsequent dimen-
sioning analysis.

FIGURE 10: Transport Jitter (1472 byte).

IV. WIRELESS FRONTHAUL DEPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
A. WIRELESS TRANSPORT LINK BUDGET
To support the performance profiles and predic-
tions in Section III, the link budget for each candi-
date wireless fronthaul transport band is also mod-
eled. The system configuration assumptions for
the wireless transport options are detailed in Table
6. For simplicity we assume a single carrier, single
polarization, FDD system in each case. Many
configurations are possible in these bands however
each follow a 250 MHz channel raster aligned
with ITU specifications. For E-band, the maxi-
mum channel size currently specified by the ITU
is 2 GHz with a duplex spacing of 10 GHz. As-
sumptions about channel operating frequency and
maximum channel bandwidths possible for W-
band and D-band are aligned with current industry
expectations [26] pending channel arrangement

harmonization in these bands [16]. The channel
rasters for W and D-band also follow 250 MHz
spacing where 2 GHz channel size is assumed for
W-band with an FDD duplex separation of 11.55
GHz (sub- channel arrangement ‘M’ [15]) and 5
GHz for D-band with an FDD duplex spacing of
15.50 GHz (sub-band arrangement ‘b/c’ [14]).

Other key system parameters that directly influ-
ence the total system gain and resulting link bud-
get are the achievable transmit power and antenna
gain. For E-band, the transmit power available on
commercial solutions such as that utilized in the
test bed is in the order of +10 dBm. For W-band
the frequency range and channel bandwidths are
broadly in line with E-band for which they are
expected to be based on similar transistor and fab-
rication technologies and thus equivalent transmit
power. For D-band, literature would suggest that
alternative fabrication technologies are more suit-
able for higher frequencies but equivalent power
output is nevertheless achievable [8] and as such
the assumed transmit power has been scaled with
channel bandwidth accordingly. It remains to be
seen where the optimal cost / efficiency point will
be for commercial solutions. For antenna gain,
the 30 cm 46.6 dBi parabolic antenna used in
the test bed environment does not represent a
solution suitable for dense urban or street level
deployments such as small cell RUs. Advance-
ments in flat panel antenna systems and potential
auto-beam alignment techniques offer by compact
phased array antennas promise more appropriate
solutions albeit with reduced peak gains. As such
the link budget analysis assumes antenna gains in
the order of 35-40 dBi based on early prototype
studies [43] [27].

The minimum received signal level required for
each modulation scheme RSLmod is aligned with
ETSI TR 101 854 v2.1.1 [23] in (10) when consid-
ering the channel bandwidth BMHz , typical noise
figureNF , industrial margin IMF and theoretical
signal-to-noise ratio necessary for the modulation
rate bits per symbol SNRmod. The resulting link
budget calculations in are within 1 dB of the
manufacturer quoted specifications for the E-band
test bed link and thus a suitable approximation
for future commercialized systems operating at W
and D band.
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TABLE 6: Summary of Wireless Transport System Parameters.

E-band W-band D-band
A-End B-End A-End B-End A-End B-End

Frequency (MHz) 72125 82125 95325 103125 143625 158625
Channel Bandwidth (MHz) 2000 2000 2000 2000 5000 5000
Water Vapour Attenuation (dB/km) [32] 0.25 0.32 0.43 0.54 1.09 1.59
Gaseous Adsorption (dB/km) [32] 0.20 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02
Polarization V V V V V V
Rain Rate 99.99% Availability (mm/hr) 25 25 25 25 25 25
Rain Attenuation (dB/km) [33] 10.62 11.30 11.90 12.07 12.51 12.74
Tx Radiated Power (dBm) 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 6.02 6.02
Tx Antenna / BF Gain (dBi) 40 40 35 35 35 35
Rx Antenna / BF Gain (dBi) 40 40 35 35 35 35
Rx Chain Losses (dB) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Rx Noise Figure (dB) 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00
Industrial Margin (dB) 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Min Rx Sensitivity (dBm) -63.99 -63.99 -63.99 -63.99 -60.01 -60.01
Max System Gain (dB) 152.99 152.99 142.99 142.99 135.03 135.03

RSLmod = −174 + 10 · (log10BMHz) +NF

+IMF + SNRmod

Where

SNRmod = 10 ·
(
log10

(
2BitsPerSymbol

)
− 1

) (10)

The environmental conditions necessary to
meet a 99.99% atmospheric availability target in
the link budget calculations are modeled using
ITU atmospheric adsorption modeling recommen-
dations ITU-R P.676-11 [32]. Water vapor atten-
uation γw and gaseous (dry air) adsorption γo
contributions in dB/km are calculated based on a
representative UK atmospheric pressure of 101.3
kPa, a temperature of 15◦C and a water vapor
density of 7.5g/m3. For peak rainfall losses γR
factored in to the link margin, a 25 mm/hr rain
rate in dB/km is assumed (ITU rain zone F for
the UK) where calculations are aligned with ITU-
R P.838-3 [33] for a vertically polarized, 0◦ path
elevation link. The total path loss calculation at
distance dkm is given in 11.

PL = 32.4 + (20 · (logBMHz)) + (20 · (log dkm))

+(dkm · (γw + γo + γR))

(11)

The resulting path loss profile in terms of total
system gain requirements and associated data rate
expectations (based on a maximum 256 QAM
modulation and minimum QPSK) can be seen in
Fig. 11 and 12.

FIGURE 11: System gain requirements for single
hop wireless transport.

FIGURE 12: System capacity for single hop wire-
less transport.
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B. REFERENCE CELL DIMENSIONING
To understand the deployment feasibility of wire-
less fronthaul we combine the performance mea-
surements and predictions from Section III and the
link budget analysis from Section IV-A. The cell
configuration used in the dimensioning exercise is
the 100 MHz 5G cell highlighted in Tables 1, 2
and 3 which aim to be representative of a typical
5G small cell or distributed RU. The performance
requirements of the reference cell for each of the
standardized functional split interfaces considered
(eCPRI option 8, O-RAN option 7.2x and SCF
nFAPI option 6) are applied to the link budget
capacity capability of Fig. 12.

For each candidate transport band (E, W and
D-band) the fronthaul requirements for each split
are used to highlight the wireless fronthaul link
lengths achievable for the reference cell - Fig.
13, 14 and 15. When considering each of the
data rate, latency and jitter requirements it can
be seen that only D-band could feasibly support
an option 8 fronthaul interface due to capacity
constraints of the other bands. While the reference
cell employing an option 7.2x or 6 split could be
supported on all candidate bands, only D-band
could support these interfaces over the full link
budget of the system (upto 350 m). The O-RAN
option 7.2x split becomes data rate constrained
with E-band and W-band after 850 m and 350
m respectively whilst the lower data rate SCF
nFAPI option 6 becomes jitter constrained in E-
band beyond 1250 m and 550 m in W-band. Al-
though the capacity requirements of an option 8
fronthaul interface demonstrate a limited deploy-
ment potential, the operating regions for option
7.2x and 6 in these high frequency transport bands
suggest good alignment with dense urban cell
deployments seeking to benefit from centralized
architectures [49].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study the theoretical requirements of com-
peting fronthaul interfaces are assessed against
the performance expectations of emerging high
frequency transport bands. The aim of this ap-
proach is to quantify the deployment opportu-
nity for wireless fronthaul C-RAN deployments
in the face of challenging fronthaul performance
requirements generally assumed to require ubiq-

FIGURE 13: Operating regions for reference cell
using E-band transport.

FIGURE 14: Operating regions for reference cell
using W-band transport.

FIGURE 15: Operating regions for reference cell
using D-band transport.
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uitous fiber transport.
Finding have shown that in spite of the demand-

ing transport requirements imposed by emerging
fronthaul interfaces, the anticipated performance
of wireless transport systems operating in high
mmWave and sub-THz spectrum bands is capable
of supporting realistic wireless fronthaul deploy-
ments. The capacity requirements for an example
5G small cell with an eCPRI option 8 fronthaul
split mean this split is only realizable with large
5 GHz channel bandwidths possible in D-band
and even then are only achievable with short link
lengths < 100 m. Alternative splits such as O-RAN
option 7.2x and SCF nFAPI option 6 show more
promise and could be supported on smaller 2 GHz
channel bandwidths possible with E and W band
where link distances are comparable with urban
inter-site distances.

In addition, it is anticipated that future ad-
vancements and maturity in wireless transmission
systems >100 GHz could further enhance the per-
formance and link lengths achievable in wireless
fronthaul transport networks. Advanced radio in-
terface techniques already realized in lower fre-
quency microwave bands including the simultane-
ous use of multiple carriers, higher order modula-
tion, a second polarization or line-of-sight MIMO
techniques promise to double or even quadruple
the aggregate link capacities suggested in this
work. As a result, it is conceivable that future
wireless transport solutions >100 GHz could real-
istically achieve performance parity with 40 Gbps
or 100 Gbps fiber optic solutions over short dis-
tances. Such capability, in addition to supporting
single RU small cell deployments, could also re-
alize larger multi-sector, multi-carrier macro cell
sites.

The findings of this study not only demonstrate
the feasibility of the wireless fronthaul concept but
highlight a real-world opportunity to evolve the
distributed-RAN deployments of today, heavily
dependent on lower capacity microwave backhaul,
towards more centralized fronthaul orientated ar-
chitectures using high capacity mmWave and sub-
THz transport bands.
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